Consigned by Flacco Family Farms, LLC, Alexis, IL

**MARSHALL LOU**

**BAY COLT; Foaled May 22, 2019**

Reg: Chip: 183441

Windsong's Legacy 3,1:53....................... Conway Hall 3,1:53.4

Lady Love McBur 3,2:07.3h....................... Yankee Windsong 3,2:02.1f

Valley Victor ............................................ Meadow Road 1:54.2

Elizabeth Marshall 2,2:01.2 ....................... Valley Victory 3,1:55.3

By LOU'S LEGACY 2,1:58.3h ($92,750) by Windsong's Legacy 3,1:53. Reigning IL Trotting Stallion of the Year. Sire of ANOTHER BREATH 1:53.1f ($408,210), LOU MAN 1:53.3f ($297,259), LOUZOTIC (M) 3,1:54.3 ($259,863), LOUGAZI 1:56.1h ($223,568), LOUSCIPHER 3,1:55.1 ($200,879), LOU USRAPTOR 3,1:54.4 ($118,642), LOUS ABIGAIL (M) 3,1:58.1-'20 ($115,192), etc. 2020 two-year-olds include COCO D'LASCITO 2,2:01.4, BOBALOU 2,2:04.1, B C'S ROSE (M) 2,2:06.3, LOUS VOODOO WOMAN (M) 2,2:01.3, OPERATION SHIPLEY 2:09.4h, PRIORITY LOU 2,2:04.1, etc.

1st Dam

MALINDA MARSHALL by Valley Victor. Dam of 6 of racing age including a 2- and 3-year-old. Dam of:

- **PUDDIN CHEEKS** 2,Q2:00; 3,1:56.3; BT 2,1:55 (m, Cassis) ($76,781). 7 wins. At 2, winner Fox Valley S. (leg) at Hawthorne, ICF LC at Springfield and IL Stallion S. at Mt. Sterling; second in IODA S. at Springfield, Shawnee S. at DuQuoin and Fox Valley Flan (leg) at Hawthorne; third in IL State Fair Colt S. Final and in Fall Review at Springfield; race timed 1:55. At 3, winner Abe Lincoln at Charleston; second in IL State Fair Colt S. (elim.) at Springfield; third in Dygert S. (leg) and Windy Skeeter S. at Hawthorne.
- **JS BREEZE** 2,2:10.3h (g, Southwind Breeze) ($1,644). At 2, winner Illini S. at Martinsville; second in Illini S. at Charleston; third in Big Ten S. at Altamont; race timed 2:08h.


Cherry Marshall (m, Cherry Hill Park). Now 2.

2nd Dam

ELIZABETH MARSHALL 2,2:01.2 ($33,750) by Pine Chip 4,T1:51. At 2, in only year of racing, 6 (3-1-0) and winner Genesis S. (2 legs and $50,000 Final; second in leg). Dam of 7 of racing age, 4 raced, 3 winners. Dam of:

- **SUSIE MARSHALL** 4,1:57.4 (m, Cincinnati Kid) ($55,620). 5 wins. Starter at 3. At 4, winner Indiana Downs LC (leg; second in Final; third in leg). At 5, race timed 1:55.3.
- **CHIP MARSHALL** 3,1:56.3 (g, Valley Victor) ($38,787). 3 wins. At 2, race timed 2:03. At 3, winner ISCBA Spring Preview and County Fair Challenge at DuQuoin; second in MWIRA S. at Rushville and Mt. Sterling and NICA S. at Hony and in $120,000 Su Mac Lad Final at Balmoral; third in IL State Fair Colt S. (elim.); MWIRA S. at Aledo and NICA S. at Lewistown.

Victor Marshall 3,Q2:04; 3,2:02h (g, Valley Victor) ($6,354). 3 wins.

Emily Marshall (m, Cincinnati Kid) ($5,318). At 3, race timed 1:59.4.

3rd Dam

ABBY MARSHALL 3,2:02.3f ($28,960) by Cooper Lobell 2,2:00.3. 2 wins. At 2, in only year of racing, 6 (3-1-0) and winner Genesis S. (2 legs and $50,000 Final; second in leg). At 3, winner ICF S. at Sportsmans Park and ISOBA S. at Balmoral; second in ICF S. at Sportsman; third in Violet S., ISOBA Spring Preview and Fall Review at Springfield, ICF S. at Maywood and Lady Lincoln Land S. (elim.) at Sportsmans and race timed 2:06.1. Dam of 10 foals, 7 winners. Dam of:

- **MADISON MARSHALL** 2,2:07.2f; 3,1:59.2; 1:56 (g, Millican) ($291,619). 36 wins. At 2, winner IL Topline S. at Chicago; second in ICF S. at Indianapolis; third in IL Topline S. at Marshall and race timed 2:03.2. At 3, winner INFS at LaPorte and ISS at Indianapolis; second in EC (leg and Final; third in leg). At 4, race timed 1:59.2.
- **WICKY MARSHALL** 2,2:04.3; 3,1:59.2; 1:56 (m, Mr Vic) ($125,672). 16 wins. At 2, second in $50,000 Genesis Final at Hoosier Park. At 3, winner Genesis S. (leg second in Final; third in Final; race timed 1:59.2.

MILLICAN MARSHALL 2,2:01.1; 3,1:59.2; 1:57.3 (g, Millican) ($73,802). 6 wins. At 2, second in Cardinal S. (elim.). At 3, 2nd in ICF S. at Maywood, ISOBA Spring Preview at Springfield; second in Galt S. and ICF S. at Maywood and race timed 1:58.


THOMAS MARSHALL 4,1:58.3 (g, Shining Sahbra) ($45,480). Winner 2 of 6 lifetime starts.

STEWARD MARSHALL 3,1:58.4; 4,Q1:59.3 (h, Mr Vic) ($5,320). 1 win. At 3, race timed 1:58.3.

ELIZABETH MARSHALL 2,2:01.2 (m, Pine Chip) ($33,750). As above.

**ENGAGEMENTS**

Illinois Conceived & Foaled - Downstate Classic - Great Midwest Trot